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Abstract: Many studies explore when and how young people make sexual choices but few
empirical investigations link their sexual motivations with their inner conceptions about
their sexual identities. We used multidimensional scaling (MDS) analysis to connect young
adult participants’ (N = 128) self-descriptions of twelve identities to their sexual
motivations and ideals. Identities clustered along two semantically distinct dimensions:
Dimension 1 was anchored by family identities on one side and non-family identities on
the other; Dimension 2 was anchored on one side by friend/romantic relationships and
achievement-based social identities on the other. Those who cited intimacy (e.g., sex as an
expression of love) and enhancement (e.g., gratification; to feel good) sexual motivations
were more likely to describe their sexual identities and gender identities as distinct from
other identities, especially for women. Idealizing physically passionate relationships was
positively linked to a higher distinction between sexual and non-sexual identities, and
between gender and personal identities and family identities. The mental structuring of
identities may inform sexual relationship motives, ideals, and expectations.
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1. Sexual Motivations and Ideals Distinguish Sexual Identities within the Self-Concept: A
Multidimensional Scaling Analysis
Young adults vary considerably in the subjective meaning they derive from sexual activity and
intimate relationships [1–3]. In Erik Erikson’s psychosocial stage model, sexual exploratory behaviors
beginning at adolescence belong to the Intimacy vs. Isolation stage, in which individuals test their
unique ability to link with others in a mature and intimate way [4]. In the years following adolescence,
individuals typically develop intimate relationships when they share their sexual and romantic
feelings with others; they become increasingly isolated if they fail to do so and, thereby, shun their
personal potential to develop sexual and romantic relationships [5]. In the present study we frame the
construct of identity as a set of cognitive self-schemas, or domain-specific, associative networks of
self-beliefs that reflect demands for situation-specific behaviors [6,7]. Self-schema models propose
that culturally-specific mores and personal attitudes develop socially-defined, internalized identities
that are activated in sexual contexts in order to dictate personal behaviors and interpret others’
behaviors [8–11]. Our focus is on the sexual self, specifically the degree to which it is semantically
distinct from other identities in the multifaceted self-system.
1.1. Psychological Differentiation of Sexual and Non-sexual Relationships
Contemporary models of psychosocial development operationalize the Intimacy vs. Isolation stage
in terms of differentiation, defined as the extent to which an individual seeks out sexual relationships
with the intention of exploring a personal sexual identity distinct from other familial and interpersonal
relationships [12–14]. Differentiation therefore assumes that adolescents’ sexual behaviors are
motivated by the goal of testing and constructing idealized sexual interactions. It also assumes that
sexually motivated individuals are aware of domain-specific behaviors (e.g., sexual interactions vs.
familial interactions) and have a growing sense of the differences among the ways they should and
could act in different social scenes. Most studies ask participants to imagine and report their thought
processes in recent and/or imagined sexual activities [15], ask participants to explain reasons for
engaging in recent sexual activities [2], or ask partners to complete measures of attachment
style [12,16,17].
In most studies of sexual behavior, individuals are asked to report the reasons they typically engage
in sexual activities or are asked to explain their motivations for recent sexual activity [1,18,19]. Studies
on sexual motivation have found that individuals’ reasons for sexual activity tend to fall into six types
of sexual motivation styles: enhancement, or sexual pleasure; intimacy, or bonding with one’s partner;
peer pressure, fulfilling expectations of one’s peers; self-affirmation, or sex as a pathway to confirm
one’s beliefs about oneself; coping, or sex to reduce negative affect; and partner approval, or sex
because of pressure from one’s partner [1,2]. Investigations into sexual schemas as internalized
norms [20,21], have described two types of sexual relationship idealization: relational idealization (the
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desire to seek out sexually intimate relationships that are strong in emotional investment) and
passionate idealization (the desire to seek out passionate and physically expressive sexual
relationships) [20]. Those who score highly on relational idealization tend to cite commitment and
emotional reasons for engaging in sexual activities, rather than personal attraction reasons [8,20], and
those who score highly on passionate idealization state that physical attraction and exploration tend to
motivate their sexual activity.
Attachment-theoretical studies assess the qualities of dyadic bonds: securely attached partners are
comfortable within their relationships, maintain individual autonomy, and have appropriate reactions
to each other; anxiously attached partners are overprotective and hyper-vigilant; avoidant partners
avoid sharing intimate details with their partners and tend to avoid developing deep relationships.
These investigations have linked secure partner attachment with greater sexual satisfaction and
cohesion, anxious attachment with highly fluctuating but interdependent sexual and relationship
quality reports, and avoidant attachment with more one-night stands and diminished reports either of
positive or negative sexual quality [15–17]. These studies do not describe a key component of Identity
vs. Intimacy: the differentiation, or distinctions, individuals uniquely experience among self-beliefs
about their sexual identity and beliefs about other relationships.
1.2. The Current Study
Many studies that analyze the relationship between sexual decision-making and the attitudes that
young people hold [2,15,17]. However, there are few studies on subjective sexual identity, instead of
reactions post-activity (however, see [1,18,19]). The current study seeks to add to existing research
about sexual self-beliefs and differentiation, or distinctions among identities, by investigating the
relationships among sexual motivations, relationship idealization, and the structural distinction of the
sexual identity within the self. To this end, we use multidimensional scaling (MDS) analysis, which is
well-suited to studying the distinction between sexual and non-sexual identities. MDS creates a
cognitive “map” of identities based on participants’ sets of self-descriptions. In psychological research,
MDS is typically used to establish latent structural relationships among types of existing
categories [20–22].
As there is relatively little research in this area, our investigations are exploratory. We pose the
following research questions: (1) What is the structural relationship between the sexual self and other
identities within the semantic space of the self? (2) Is this structural property correlated with
psychosocial outcomes, namely, sexual motivations and sexual relationship idealization?
2. Method
2.1. Participants
One hundred twenty-eight (81 female) students in a large, urban university participated in a study
about sexual attitudes and identity for course credit. All participants in our sample were between the
ages of 18–21, though the majority of participants were either 18 or 19 (75.8%). Only nine of our
participants did not self-describe as heterosexual (7%); seven reported that they were homosexual or
bisexual, one reported other, and one participant chose not to disclose. Our sample was highly
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ethnically diverse: the majority of participants were white (33.3%), followed by Asian (29.3%), Latino
(20.2%), and African American (13.1%). The remaining 4.1% of participants either selected more than
one ethnicity or chose not to disclose.
2.2. Materials
Participants reported to the laboratory for a session in which they were given pen-and-paper tasks.
Materials were arranged into two sections and counterbalanced: the self-descriptive task from which
the multidimensional scaling analysis variables were derived; the Ideal Sexual Self Scale [8] and the
Sex Motives Scale [1] were given in another section 1.
2.3. Sexual Experience Variables
Three of the items asked participants to disclose sexual experience information in yes or no format.
Two items asked participants whether they currently were or had ever been in an exclusive sexual
relationship (defined as a mutual agreement by both partners to not have sex with others). Another
item asked if participants had ever had sexual intercourse with a casual partner (defined as someone
who they were not in an exclusive sexual relationship with). We used these three items to create a
binary variable that identified the 99 participants with sexual experience, indicated by a “yes” to at
least one of these questions.
2.4. Sexual Motivation and Idealization Variables
Idealization scores were derived from the Ideal Sexual Self Scale [8] via a five-point Likert scale
from 1 (Very Descriptive of Me) to 5 (Not at all descriptive of Me). Relational idealization was derived
from as the mean rating of three items (e.g., “I would need to know someone really well before I had
sex with them”; I could enjoy sex with someone for whom I felt no real affection” [reverse scored]).
Passionate idealization was the mean rating of six items (e.g., “I could get so physically aroused I
couldn’t stop”; “Ideally, I would have strong sexual urges”). Reliabilities for the relational and
passionate idealization subscales were high, α = 0.89 and α = 0.75, respectively.
Six sexual motivation subscales were generated through the Sex Motives Scale [1], which asks
participants how often they engage in sexual activities for specific reasons on a 5-point Likert scale
from 1 (Almost never/never) to 5 (Almost always/always). The six subscales are: intimacy (sex to
express feelings of closeness to or affection towards one’s partner, α = 0.95), enhancement subscale
(i.e., sex for sexual gratification, α = 0.93), “coping” (i.e., sex to reduce feelings of stress, α = 0.92),
“partner approval” (i.e., sex to please or appease a partner, α = 0.89), “self–affirmation” (i.e., sex as a
means to create positive feelings towards oneself, α = 0.93), and “peer pressure” (i.e., sex because it is
expected by one’s peers, α = 0.94).

1

Other materials were given but are not reported here because they are not relevant to the current analyses.
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2.5. Multidimensional Scaling Analysis
Participants described 12 randomly-ordered personal and social identities using a pre-defined list of
50 traits: characteristic behaviors, feelings, and mood states associated with a given identity (e.g.,
friendly, caring, romantic, shame, don’t care). Of the 12 identities, one directly referenced participants
sexual identity (“my sexual self”), one measured potentially sexual intimate relationships (“myself
with my romantic partner”), and another measured participants’ gender identity (“myself as a
man/woman”). The trait list (see Appendix) was generated in part by previous sexual schema
studies [21,23] and from trait lists used in previous studies [24]. Participants were told that they could
select however many or few of the 50 traits that they felt applied to each role.
We used this data to create a 12 by 50 binary matrix for each participant in which rows represented
identities and columns represented traits. If a participant applied a given trait to an identity, then a 1
was input into the corresponding cell, 0 otherwise. These matrices were then transformed into
participant-specific proximity matrices using the squared Euclidean dissimilarity values between
identities across traits. The resulting proximity matrices were 12 by 12 identity by identity matrices,
one for each participant, where cell values represented the semantic distance between two identities
based on shared and non-shared traits. A relatively large value between two identities reflects a large
mental discrepancy between them; literally, they differ in their trait profiles.
We ran a three-way MDS analysis on the set of identity by identity distance matrices described
above. Three-way MDS produces an N-dimensional map that represents the dispersion and
dimensionality among identities both for the entire sample (the “group space”), and a separate output
that indicates the extent to which the underlying dimensions are weighted in each individual’s set of
self-descriptions [21,25]. The distinction of the sexual and relationship identities for each person is
reflected by the dimension weights. Someone with a highly distinct sexual self would have a relatively
large weight on a dimension anchored on one end in the group space by the sexual self.
3. Results
3.1. MDS Semantic Space Map
We ran the MDS analysis for our sample in two and three dimensions. The two-dimensional
solution (shown in Figure 1) produced a stress (or badness-of-fit) value of 0.35, R2 = 0.14. The
arrangement of identities was interpretable, however: dimension 1 (horizontal) anchored by family vs.
personal identities and dimension 2 (vertical) was anchored by friend/romantic relationships vs.
achievement-based social identities. The three-dimensional solution was not only less interpretable
(the dimensions were anchored by friend vs. social identities, romantic and family identities vs.
achievement-oriented identities, private and sexual self vs. family and religious identities), but also
yielded only a small improvement in stress (0.27) and R2 (0.15). We then split the sample into two
random groups and performed the MDS analysis separately on each. The structural locations of the
identities (literally, their dimension 1 and dimension 2 coordinates) were more highly correlated across
split samples for the two-dimensional solution (rs = 0.93 and 0.57 for dimensions 1 and 2,
respectively) than they were for the three-dimensional solution (rs = 0.58, 0.44, and 0.65 for
dimensions 1 through 3). For these reasons we decided to use the two-dimensional model.
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Figure 1. Multidimensional semantic space across sample’s identities.

In the two-dimensional space, identities clustered in a circumplex pattern that offers a
straightforward interpretation. Dimension 1 seemed to reflect a general distinction between private and
gendered selves vs. family relationship selves. Dimension 2 appeared to distinguish romantic/intimate
vs. achievement-based social identities. Three-way MDS also computes dimension weights for each
participant, which reflect the importance or salience of a dimension in his or her self-descriptive data.
Participant’s dimension 1 and dimension 2 weights were highly correlated, r = 0.84, p < 0.001,
suggesting that those with highly distinct personal identities also had highly distinct sexual and
romantic relationship identities.
3.2. Correlations among Sexual Motivations, Idealization, and Identity Distinction
Passionate idealization was positively correlated with dimension 1 weight and with dimension 2
weight (see Tables 1 and 2) but relational idealization was not correlated with either dimension weight.
We then split our sample by gender and found that the correlation was stronger for women than for
men. A greater positive relationship was found among passion idealization and dimensional weights
for women but a Fisher’s z-test revealed that the correlations for each gender were not significantly
different, z = 0.67, p = 0.50 and z = 0.38, p = 0.70 for dimensions 1 and 2, respectively.
We computed correlations between sexual motivation and dimension weights for sexually
experienced participants only (n = 99). There was a marginal positive trend between enhancement
sexual motivation and dimension 1 weights. Correlations split by gender revealed that intimacy
motivations were significantly correlated with both dimensional weights for female but not male
participants (see Tables 3 and 4). A Fisher’s z-test showed that the correlation was significantly
stronger for women than for men on both dimensions, z = 2.61, p < 0.05 and z = 1.9, p < 0.05,
respectively. Enhancement motivation had a positive relationship trend with dimension 2 weights, and
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a Fisher’s-z test confirmed that while the relationship was stronger for males, there was no gender
difference in this correlation, z = 0.91, p = 0.36.
Table 1. Correlations among relationship idealization variables and dimension weights.
Passion
Idealization
0.25 *
0.21 *

Dimension 1 weight
Dimension 2 weight

Relational
Idealization
−0.12
−0.03

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .001.

Table 2. Correlations among relationship idealization variables and dimension weights by gender.

Female

Dimension 1 weight
Dimension 2 weight
Dimension 1 weight
Dimension 2 weight

Male

Passion
Idealization
0.30 **
0.25 *
0.18
0.15

Relational
Idealization
−0.12
−0.02
−0.23
−0.08

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .001.

Table 3. Correlations among sex motives and dimensional weights for sexually
experienced participants.
Intimacy
Dimension 1 weight
Dimension 2 weight

0.07
0.11

Enhancement
0.16 +
0.14

SelfAffirmation
−0.07
−0.06

Coping
−0.02
0.01

Peer
Pressure
−0.10
−0.12

Partner
Approval
−0.06
0.08

+

Note: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.001, p < 0.09.

Table 4. Correlations among sex motives and dimensional weight for sexually experienced
participants, split by gender.

Female
Male

Dimension 1 weight
Dimension 2 weight
Dimension 1 weight
Dimension 2 weight

Intimacy

Enhancement

0.24 *
0.23 *
−0.25 +
−0.13

0.24 *
0.20 +
0.07
0.05

SelfAffirmation
0.10
0.07
−0.22
−0.18

Coping
0.15
0.15
−0.21
−0.24

Peer
Pressure
0.14
0.08
−0.23
−0.24

Partner
Approval
−0.14
0.05
−0.27
0.22 +

+

Note: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.001, p < 0.09.

Splitting the sample by gender revealed that enhancement motivation was significantly and
positively related to dimension 1 weights for females, and several marginally significant trends among
sexual motivation scores and dimensional weights. Higher intimacy motivation had a negative
relationship with male participants dimension 1 weights, as did partner approval motivations.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions
4.1. Distinction of the Sexual Identity within the Self-Structure
Individuals clearly vary in their subjective experiences of sexual identity. For young adults, this is
part of the process of constructing a new and distinct sexual identity. There are several theories about
why this occurs, but we are aware of no prior research that has directly assessed the structural position
of the sexual self in relation to other identities, and explicitly related structural variables to sexual
motivations and relationship idealization styles.
The circumplex pattern of identities placed sexual identities and gender identities apart for
achievement- and family based identities, and so our young adult participants generally tended to see
sexual and gender identities as distinct aspects of their overall conceptions of themselves.
4.2. Psychosocial Correlates of a Distinct Identities
Studies of sexual behaviors and perceptions in young adults tend to derive statements about
subjective sexual experience through sexual motivations, differentiation, and relationship idealization,
but do not directly assess identity structure [26,27]. The present study elaborated upon a
sample-specific, parsimonious map in which sexual differentiation can be framed.
We found that while passionate idealization was positively correlated with both dimension weights.
Participants (especially women) who psychologically magnified the distinction between their sexual
and gender identities vs. their achievement-based social identities and family relationship identities
were more likely to describe their ideal sexual relationship as being highly physically passionate. It is
possible that the gender differences we found were influenced by gender norms and expectations that
affected participant responses; gender norms and internalized scripts have been observed to affect
participants’ perceptions in the past [28–31]. Our study is cross-sectional, so no statements about
directionality can be made. Future investigations should study changes in identity salience and
relationship idealization styles at several times.
Our sexual motivation findings varied by gender. Women who reported intimacy motivations for
sexual activity were more likely to describe sexual and gender identities as distinct from familial
identities and achievement-based social identities, respectively. While non-significant, there was a
reversed trend in male participants’ data: viewing sexual identities and achievement-based social
identities as less distinct was linked to intimacy scores. Although stronger in women, there was a trend
where sex for means of sexual gratification was associated with larger distinction among both
dimensions; this trend was less significant for distinctions among private/gender identity and family
identities. In male participants, engaging in sex due to perceived partner demands was negatively
associated with distinction between sexual identities and family identities.
Our findings contribute to a rich literature on gendered perceptions of sexual
self-beliefs [1,8,18,19,32–34] and pose questions for future analyses. The unique relationship observed
between gender identity and intimacy motivations may be influenced by differences in the speed of
sexual development in males and female; it could also be due to gendered internalized norms and
self-beliefs [18,19,33]. It is outside of the scope of the current study to explain why gender was related
to differences in seeking out sexual relationships to explore intimacy with a partner. However, the
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finding encourages that future studies explore gender differences, sexual identity, and sexual
motivations in greater depth. These studies would benefit by adding behavioral reports in their
methods so that the links among subjective sexual self-beliefs and sexual activity can be explored.
Future studies could benefit from incorporating measures of partner attachment style [35]
differentiation level [14,36] and psychosocial development [37] into investigations of the sexual
identity’s content and placement within the self-structure [19,38,39]. Exploring the content of sexual
identity’s self-descriptions and individuals’ relationship status may also lend valuable information to
the salience of a unique sexual identity within the self-structure. Future investigations into the sexual
identity’s structural location and partner attachment should consider including data from sexually
active couples as this area has been investigated from a motivational perspective but not from a
self-structure one. In general, the addition of self-structure analyses to sexual development has the
potential to enhance our understanding and explain a hidden depth of sexual self-beliefs.
Understanding sexual self-beliefs may help researchers orient health interventions towards safer sex by
creating realistic messages that affect young adults attitudes about condom usage.
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Appendix. Trait List.
Aggressive
Angry
Arousable
Assertive
Broad-minded
Caring
Confident
Conservative
Dependable
Direct
Distant
Don’t care
Embarrassed

Excited
Experienced
Feeling
Flashy
Friendly
Guilty
Happy
Honest
Inexperienced
Insecure
Intelligent
Lazy
Loving

Motivated
Not physically attractive
Open minded
Optimistic
Outgoing
Outspoken
Passionate
Physically attractive
Physically fit
Promiscuous
Protective
Respect
Revealing

Romantic
Sad
Selfish
Sexual
Shame
Shy
Straightforward
Tired
Trusting
Vulnerable
Worried

Note: Trait tasks were completed for each of the following randomly ordered 12 identities: my
privately held view of myself, as others see me, me in a social role, myself with an older family
member, myself with a younger family member, myself with a friend, myself with my significant
other, myself in a spiritual or religious role, myself as a student, myself in my most important
personal goal, myself as a man/women, my sexual self.
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